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Abstract

This paper discusses different techniques for detecting
smoke and fire in visible light-spectrum video. Several
fire features such as color, temporal and spatial flame
flicker, smoke patterns, and general behavior are used to
detect and locate fire in video data. Using the aforemen-
tioned fire features, techniques like bayesian decision the-
ory and perceptron-based classification are evaluated for
their effectiveness—both in speed and accuracy—of detect-
ing fire in video imagery.

1. Performance Evaluation

1.1. Primary Goals

1. Detect and locate fire in high contrast conditions with
simple, static backgrounds using color video.

2. Detect and locate smoke sans flame in high contrast
conditions with simple, static backgrounds using color
video.

1.2. Secondary Goals

1. Detect fire under realistic conditions with complex
backgrounds using color video.

2. Detect smoke sans flame under realistic conditions
with complex backgrounds using color video.

3. Same as previous two except using only grayscale
video.

2. Milestones

1. (Week 1) Create and/or find a large dataset of fire
videos.

2. (Week 2) Color-based fire detection.

3. (Week 3) Flame flicker-based fire detection.

4. (Week 4) Smoke-based fire detection.

5. (Week 5) Create combined feature detection algorithm
using Bayesian decision theory.

6. (Week 6-7) Create perceptron-based fire detection al-
gorithm.

7. (Week 9) Try to adapt the previous techniques to work
on grayscale video.

8. (Week 10) Tie up loose ends, create final presentation,
and start writing final paper.

3. Questions

1. Which are the most descriptive features of fire?

2. Which algorithm is more accurate at detecting fire and
which algorithm is the fastest?

3. What types of backgrounds cause the most problems
for the detection algorithms?

4. How does lighting effect the algorithms?

5. How easily can these algorithms be adapted to existing
CCTV systems to help augment their existing capabil-
ities?

6. Can these algorithms work based only on indirect light
from the fire?

4. Software and Data

I intend to write all of the necessary software my self
and I also intend to create a database of training and testing
videos.

5. Qualifications

I have taken the following courses: CSE166, CSE190A,
CSE252C, CSE151, CSE250A, ECE270A.

5.1. References
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